An algorithm for the simultaneous filling-in of texture and S~N Cture in regions of missing image information is presented in this paper. The basic idea is to first decompose the image into the sum of two functions with different basic characteristics, and then reconsmict each one of these functions separately with smctwe and texture filling-in algorithms. The fist function used in the decomposition is of bounded variation, representing the underlying image structure, while the second function captures the texture and possible noise. The region of missing information in the bounded variation image is reconstructed using image inpainting algorithms, while the same region in the texture image is filledin with texture synthesis techniques. The original image is then reconstructed adding back these two sub-images. The novel contribution of this paper is then in the combination of these three previously developed components, image decomposition with inpainting and texture synthesis. which permits the simultaneous use of filling-in algorithms that are suited for different image chancteristics. The novelty in the approach is to perform filling-in in a domain different from the original given image space. Examples on real images show the advantages ofthis proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION AND ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
The filling-in of missing information is a very important topic in image processing, with applications including image coding and wireless image transmission (e.g., recovering lost blocks), special effects (e.g., removal of objects). and image restoration (e.g., scratch removal). The basic idea behind the algorithms that have been proposed in the literature is to fill-in these regions with available information f" their surroundings. This information can be automatically detected as in [3> 71, or hinted by the user as in more classical texture filling techiiqnes [6, 8, 141 .
The algorithms reported in the literature best perform for pure texture, 17.8, 141, or pure srmchlrel [I, 2,3.5] (see also early work in [12], which shows the use ofthe Blut-Adelson pyramid for the reconstruction of smmth regions). This means that for ordinary images such as the one in Figure 1 . different techniques work better for different parts. In [ 131, it was shown how to automatically switch between the pure texture and pure structure filling-in process. This is done by analyzing the area surrounding the region to be filled-in (inspired hy [9]), and selecting either a texture synthesis or a structure inpainting technique. Since most image areas are not pure texture or pure structure, this approach provides just a fist attempt in the direction of simultaneous texture and struchue filling-in (attempt which was found sufficient for the particular application of transmission and coding presented in the paper). It is the goal of this paper to advance in ths direction and propose a new technique that will perform both texture synthesis and structure inpainting in all regions to be filled-in.
The basic idea ofour algorithm is presented in Figure 2 , which shows a real result from our approach. The original image (fust row) is first decomposed into the sum ofhvo images, one capturing the basic image structure and one capturing the texture (and random noise). second row. This follows the recent work by Vese and Osher reported in [IS] (which is inspired by [Ill) . The first image is inpainted following the work by Bertahnio-Sapuo-CasellesBallester described in 131, while the second one is filled-in with a texture synthesis algorithm following the work by Efros and Leung in [7], third row. The hyo reconstmcted images arc then added back together w obtain the reconstruction of the original data, f o w h row. In other words, the general idea is to perfonn structure inpainting and texture synthesis not on the original image. but on a set of images with very different characteristics that are obtained hom decomposing the given data. The decomposition is such that it produces images suited Tor these hvo reconstruction algorithms. 'This approach outperforms both image inpainting and texture synthesis when applied separately.
The proposed algorithm has then three main building blocks: Image decomposition, image (structure) inpainting, and texture synthesis. The basic characteristics of these components are:
1. The image decomposition is not a simple low-pass+high-pass decomposition. since both images contain high frequencies, one in the form of edges and the other in the farm of oscillations.
2.
The image inpainting part perfonns very good for non-textured images. as the BV one obtained from tho decomposition. This image inpainting is based on high order partial differential equations dmt propagate information surrounding the hole 111 the direction of the isophotes. This particular algorithm works by filling-in pixels inside the hole one at a time, based on matching their sunomding neighborhood with the available image information.
The particular selections for each one of these parts, which have been shown to produce state-of-the-art results in each one of their particular applications, outperform previously available techniques when combined as proposed in this paper. In the concluding remarks section we discuss the possible use of other approaches to address each one of these building blocks in order to further improve on the results here reported.
.Full details of the algorithm, extensions to color images, and comparison with pure image inpainting and pure image synthesis can he found in [4] and at mountains.ece.umn.edd-guillelinpainting.htnf7] A. A. Efros and T. K. Leung, "Texture synthesis by non-
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper we have shown the combination of image decomposition with image inpainting and texture synthesis. The b.asic idea is to fist deconipose the image into the sun1 of two functions, one that can be efficiently reconstructed via inpainting and one that can be efficiently reconstructed via texture synthesis. This pennits the siniultaneaus use of these reconstruction techniques in the image domain they were designed for. In contrast with previous approaches, both image inpainting and texture synthesis are applied to the region of missing information, only that they are applied not to the original image representation but to the images obtained from the decomposition. The obtainedresults outperform those obtained when only one of the reconstruction algorithms is applied to each image region.
Further experiments are to be carried out to obtain the best combination of image decompositioR image inpainting, and textun synthesis. Since a number of algorithms exist for each one of these three key components. the combination that pmvides the hest visual results is an interesting experimental and theoretical research topic. Fig. 2 . Basic algorithm proposed in this paper. The original image in the fust row (a section of Figure 1 ) is decomposed into a StNCNre image and a texture image. [ 151, second row. Note how the image on the left mainly contains the underlying image StrucNre whle the image on the right mainly contains the textnre. These two images are reconstructed via inpainting, [3] , and texNre synthesis, [7] , respectively, third row. The image on the left managed to reconstruct the structure (see for example the chair vertical leg), while the image on the right managed to reconstmct the basic texmre. The resulting hvo images are added to obtain the reconstructed result. last 'ow, where both structure and texNre are recovered.
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